Doctor Visit Information Sheet
For your doctor office visit

Patient Information
1. Show the doctor’s office staff your insurance card and let them know you are covered by the MedEncentive Program.
2. When you visit with your doctor, ask them for an Information Therapy (Ix) Prescription.
3. If your doctor is not familiar with MedEncentive, give them this sheet of information so they can prescribe Ix for you.

Doctor Information
The MedEncentive Program benefits you and your patient in some important ways. Here is why you should participate:

1. You can earn approximately 20% more with each office visit for your participation in the Program. Once you’ve enrolled online, it takes less than a minute to participate in the MedEncentive program which entails answering a couple of questions and selecting information for your patient to read and understand.
2. Covered patients also earn their financial reward by going online, reading the information you prescribe, passing a test to demonstrate their understanding and declaring their compliance to recommended treatments.
3. Once you become familiar with the Program, you can delegate the online functions to your staff.
4. You earn more compensation when your practice the Program while the patient is in your office, however, you or your staff can practice the Program at a time more convenient for you.
5. The Program encourages you to use your clinical judgment as opposed to requiring adherence to rigid protocols.
6. The Program improves your patient’s understanding and self-management of their condition. This facilitates better health outcomes and increases your office productivity.
7. You may realize a measure of medical malpractice risk management by practicing the Program.

How do you participate?
Enrollment is easy. Simply access the website at www.medencentive.com and select the doctor tab or login tab. From there, it is self-explanatory.

If you need more information about prescribing (Ix), please contact MedEncentive at 405-319-8456 or online at www.medencentive.com.